
How to enter the USSSA C and Rec All-Stars Division? 
 
In an attempt to ensure that the appropriate teams enter and participate in the C or Rec 
All- Stars Divisions, we do not permit direct selection of the C or Rec All-Stars Divisions.  

 
We use a defined process, described below, to help us ensure that the correct teams initially 
enter these divisions as we attempt to provide a competitive balance. 

 
First, visit our national website,  www.usssa.com, to register your team in the B Division (Open 
Division if your team is registering as an odd age group team) of the appropriate age group. Once 
registered, enter your team's roster online at  www.usssa.com under your team account. 

 

The following must be  included for each player listed on the roster: 
• designating the primary and secondary positions of players who are/may be pitchers and catchers  
• home city 
• state 
• zip code  

 
 
Next, send an email with an idea of the team's schedule (fall, winter, spring and summer for the 
season) with your request to be moved to the appropriate division (see below for contact 
information).  We do not need to know specific tournaments, but we do need to know the 
approximate number of the various types of tournaments listed below: 

 

1. # of USSSA appropriate C or Rec All-Stars tournaments 
 
2. # of USSSA non-C/Rec All-Stars tournaments 

 
3. # of non-USSSA tournaments 

 
4. If the team plays in a league, in which league do they participate? 

 
5. Any other information that can help us make the most informed decision about your team's level 
of play. 

 

Once this information has been provided our committee will make a determination, adjust the team's 
classification if we deem the change is appropriate and let the team know. If clarification is needed, 
we will correspond with the team to ensure that both sides understand any questions/concerns prior to 
a decision being made. 

 
USSSA reserves the right to adjust team's classification as we see fit for the betterment of 
the overall program and thus we conduct reviews of teams to determine their continued 
participation at the level at which they are classified. 



Please note that the 10U C and Rec All-Star Divisions play with some rule modifications from the 
USSSA rule book to better fit to the level of play of this age division. Those modifications can be 
viewed by clicking here. 

 
 
 
Thank you for choosing to play USSSA and we look forward to seeing you on the field soon. 

 
 
 
Points of contact: 

 
Maryland and Delaware teams: Glen Warholic, glen@usssa1.com  

 

Virginia teams: Eddie Small, eddie.small@usssa.com 
 

Eastern PA and New Jersey teams: Jeff Kittle, jeff.kittle@usssa.com 
 
Western PA teams: Jeff Moose, jeff.moose@usssa.com 

http://www.usssa1.com/_literature_193894/10C_and_All_Star_Rules

